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Microsoft 365 Security Assessment

Microsoft 365 Enterprise provides a 
robust set of security and compliance 
capabilities that empower organizations 
and their users to securely collaborate 
from anywhere and any device.

REDLEVELGROUP.C0M

A Microsoft 365 Security Assessment from Red Level 
helps to accelerate your understanding of the vast set of security 
pillars and provides you a prioritized and actionable gap analysis and 
roadmap that aligns to the organization’s needs.

» Enterprise-Level Identity Protection
 Strengthen your identity management and access controls to    
 prevent and contain breaches before they threaten business   
 information. Reveal cloud app usage to identify suspicious   
 user/device behavior.

» Control and Protect Information
 Assess and classify your organization’s data. Implement and   
 manage information policies and procedures.

» Proactive Threat Detection and Prevention
  Prevent attacks before they happen. Monitor and manage evolving  
 threats. Respond and analyze using behavioral analytics and   
 machine learning.

» Regulatory Compliance
  Get ahead of the increased demands of regulators and legal   
 authorities. Simplify operational complexities. Limit your exposure  
 to significant fines.DETROIT
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What’s included? 
The comprehensive on-site 2- or 3-day assessment and work-
shop will focus on the following objectives:

» Gain an understanding of client’s business requirements and how  
 they drive security objectives and requirements

» Analyze security posture through the client’s current implementation  
 of Microsoft 365

  -Optional Add-On: Shadow IT Discovery

  -Optional Add-On: Windows 10 Security 

  -Optional Add-On: Email Spear Phishing & Password Attack  
     Simulations

» Provide Microsoft 365 security readiness through guidance,   
 recommendations, and best practices 

» Deliver a prioritized and actionalbe Microsoft 365 security gap  
 analysis and roadmap based on client’s security objectives and  
 requirements

Upon completion, you will recieve the following deliverables:

» Microsoft 365 Security Gap Analysis

» 30, 90, and 180 Day Actionable Roadmap 

 

Where do I start?
Contact your Red Level Account Manager or reach out to us by phone 
- 248-412-8200 or by email - info@redlevelgroup.com
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